
FREEDOM BY JAGUAR FINANCE

*Alfen Eve Single S-line 7.4kw AC charger. Offer only applies to I-PACE models. Limited stock available in New Zealand. With Guaranteed Future Value you pay scheduled repayments over the term of the loan 
plus an initial deposit. At the end of the term you can choose to retain the car, by paying the Guaranteed Future Value, renew it by trading it in or return it (subject to any excess charges). Not available in con-
junction with any other offer. A fixed interest rate of 7.95% p.a. applies. Lending criteria, T&Cs and fees apply. Neither Motorcorp Distributors Ltd nor its retailers are credit providers. Jaguar Financial Services are 
provided by Heartland Bank limited which uses the Jaguar Trademark under license from Jaguar Land Rover Limited, who is the registered proprietor of the trademark.     JLR221749

DEPOSIT MONTHLY PAYMENTS FINAL PAYMENT

DRIVE AWAY FOR LESS  
THAN YOU WOULD EXPECT

THE ONLY THING 
MODEST IS THE 
DEPOSIT

The Freedom by Jaguar finance agreement is designed to get you in the driving seat of 
the premium vehicle you had previously only ever dreamed of — like the stunning,  
all-electric I-PACE.

Simply agree on a deposit, set your weekly payments (based on your annual mileage),  
the length of contract you require — and drive away today.

When setting your annual mileage you also agree to standard wear and tear, and 
we establish a value that the car will be worth at the end of the contract term (the 
“guaranteed future value”). If you decide to retain the vehicle at the end of the 
contracted term, you simply pay this agreed value.

Right now, with a $28,500.00 deposit, 36 monthly payments of $1,989.00, and a 
guaranteed future value of $82,097.00 you can drive away in your new I-PACE,  
plus receive a 5-year warranty and complimentary home charger*.

At the end of the 36-month term, you can choose to retain your I-PACE by paying the 
agreed value, or hand back the keys (subject to any excess charges). If your I-PACE is 
worth more than the agreed value, you can use this amount as a discount on the latest 
Jaguar model of your choice.
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